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ABOUT  US 
CURLture is a multifaceted word, founded in

March 2014.  It represents accepting and

embracing your culture; and in turn your natural

hair.  

Our platform has naturally expanded to also cover

Black Pop Culture, Beauty, Lifestyle and support

of Black Owned Businesses. Our aim is to

empower others and build a stronger community;

nurturing the young minds and future

entrepreneurs...

OBJECTIVE

Simply, the aims of our work is to inspire and 

empower young black men and women at your 

university, who we believe are our future leaders.

www.curlture.co.uk curlture@outlook.com @curltureuk

AUTHORS
KINK is our first collaborative project since 

Curlture was founded in 2014. Launching in

2016, our self published book, KINK combines powerful quotes 

and uplifting poetry with sultry, vulnerable yet striking imagery 

of black females whom possess skin tones, hair styles, ages and 

hair textures that rarely shine in the media. We wanted to 

capture, highlight and reinforce the wide spectrum of black 

beauty across the diaspora and create a book which can be 

passed through generations to come.



IMPACT

@real_naija_chick - #Kink speaks to me in every way! It reminds me 

to stop feeling the need to fit in when I know everything about me 

is different. I speak different, I walk different, I act different, I laugh 

different, I wear my crown different and make decisions different to 

what society considers the norm. But my "difference" is not bad, it's 

good, it makes me unique; it's called #blackGirlMagic and I love it!

UNIVERSITIES 

VISITED

Black History Month, Oct 17

UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM 

Women in Colour, Mar 17

UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS

PRESS

REVIEWS

EMPOWERMENT

TAKE   ACTION

@hairthebeat_ -This book is truly one for the coffee table, the 

bookshelf, the classroom and the handbag, it is one for you 

daughter, your mother, your Aunty, your niece and for YOU!! So 

proud of @curltureuk they have created a masterpiece of a mirror 

reflecting black girl magic!


